descriptive research wasa morphosyntactic analysis that discussed about morphological and syntactical formation of English words, phrases and sentences. The purpose of this study was to describe the use of rules of words, phrases, and sentences formation in English. It concerned to the inconsistencies in the formation of words, phrases, or sentences that had not been widely described in English textbooks in terms of morphology and syntax. The data were collected used observational method and nonparticipatory technique. Then, the data were analyzed by using referential identity method. The theory used refers to the theories of Yule and Finegan. Furthermore, the results of data analysis are presented descriptively. The result of the research showed the inconsistency of English words, phrases, and sentences formation. The inconsistent formations of English words occurred in regular plural noun formation, irregular plural noun formation, verb formation, suffixingformation, numeral formation, and possession formation. The inconsistent formations of English noun phrases occurred in phrase made of noun and noun, present participle adjective modifying noun, and phrase made of noun and adjective. The inconsistent formations of English sentences occurred in the formation of question tag, if conditional, and question, the use ofsingular and plural verbs in sentences formed by either…or..., modal auxiliary, object pronoun in sentences formed by neither… nor…, verb be and an article in collective noun, the and adjective, and to and present participle in the sentences. This proved that the words, phrases, and sentences whose formations did not follow the common formulation were formed inconsistently.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper is started as theEFL learners get serious difficulties in forming English words, phrases, and sentences. They complain that English is ambiguous and unpredictable. Some EFL learners add suffix es to the word photo into photoes. According to them, the word ended with letter o must be added by suffix es such as potatoes. The EFL learners makemistakeswhile forming the words. The words such as potato, mango, and go as the root word will be added by suffix es as the last syllable of the words is consonant and the letter o. The root word will be added by suffix s if the last syllable ends with vowel and the letter o, such as zoos (not zooes), radios (not radioes). There are some inconsistent formations of the word related to the formula above such as pianos (not pianoes), photos (not photoes). Those words show that there are some words follow the rules of word formation and the rest do not, although the wordshave the same last syllable. The formation of words sometimes is inconsistent. There are rules that the EFL learners need to follow such as constructing the words themselves meaningfully and the sentences grammatically correct. The rules which are needed to construct the correct formation makes the English learning complicated. The rules sometimes make the EFL learners reluctant to learn English.
The educator as the person to transfer the knowledge to the EFL learners gave the courses as well as the textbooks given that [1] . As English is not targeted as a habit, makes the EFL learners get problem in learning English [2] . English teachers explain about the word forming morphologically and syntactically, but there are some words formed do not follow the rule morphologically and syntactically. It was known from the interview of EFL learners that they learned the word formation based on the rules on textbooks, such as morpheme types, and affixes. They did not study the word formation which did not follow the rule morphologically and syntactically. The other mistake happened from the students' experience in usingthe article aandan. The EFL learners know the use article aif the noun word is started with consonant, meanwhile the article an is followed by the noun word started with vowel. In fact, it is truly incorrect.
Word as a meaningful smallest language part plays an important role in constructing phrase and sentence. Crystal in Spuy [3] stated that a word is referred to as morphemic, morphosyntactic or grammatical word. It is defined as a grammatical unit whose function is to show how hard words work in the grammar [3] .The use of correct words and phrases are hoped to avoid the different point of view of the ideas in the sentences. The changes of word function are formed by combining a few different components of letters, syllables, or words. Speakers or writers must understand the function and meaning of the words or phrases which are presented in the sentences to gain the correctness the use of words or phrases in the sentences. It is important to know deeply about the form of English words, phrases, and sentences inconsistently due to avoid makingmistakes. This paper discusses the morphologically and syntactically inconsistent formation of English words, phrases, and sentences and the involvement of lexical categories in inconsistent formation of English words, phrases, and sentences.
II. SYNTACTIC AND MORPHOLOGICAL ENGLISH
Speakers of English commonly assume that the normal way of constructing a sentence is to place the subject first, then the verb, and the direct object [4] . Indeed, in English, the sentence Mary saw John, which follows this order, is well formed, while variations like John Mary saw and saw Mary John are not. People deliver the ideas or feeling through language both in spoken and written form. Learning language, people should know about the structure (grammar), meaning and how to pronounce well. Therefore, they need to know about syntax. According to Borsley inHosseinzadeh [5] , syntactic theory is concerned the way that words are combined to form a sentence. Then syntax is the study about how the language is built grammatically.
But not all English sentences follow an SVO order. For English speaker sometimes places direct objects in clause initial position as with sewing in sewing I hate, but I will sew that for you [6] . It also appears in written text in Newsweek magazine, September 21 st , 1998, 'In short, a basket case.' Thus, even though, some English constructions do not follow this order, it is said SVO order is basic in English and English is an SVO language [6] & [4] . Thai, Vietnamese, and Indonesian include SVO languages, Japanese, Burmese, and Hindi are SOV languages, and VSO languages, as are Welsh and some dialects of Arabic [4] .
Morphological relationships exist between word forms. As read the above explanation, language, definitely, cannot be separated from words. According to Biber inFlorencia [7] , grammatical units are they are meaningful and combine with each other in systematic ways. The hierarchically grammatical units are discourse, sentences, clause, phrase, word, morpheme, and phoneme. It is known that sentence is a set of words expressing a statement, a command, or a question. A sentence consists of one or more clauses. Clause unit has subject, predicator, object, complement, and adverbial. A phrase is a group of two or more words which has head (H) and modifier (M). The phrase is not a clause or sentence but it has a meaning. A word is the smallest unit of a language that has important function to build up the phrases, clauses, and sentences [8] . The important roles of the words can be seen in sentence, clause, phrase, and word.
Morphologically, the word can be formed before it is connected to one another in a phrase, a clause, or a sentence. The words are related to the other words of the same language. Formally, differences among words serve a variety of purposes, from the creation of new lexicon items to the indication of grammatical structure [9] .
III. RESEARCH METHOD
This research adapted the qualitative-descriptive method. The data were collected by using observational method [10] . The technique used was the nonparticipatory technique [10] . Then, the data were analyzed by using referential identity method [10] . The theory used refers to the theory of Yule and Finegan. 
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. The Inconsistence of English Words Formation
B. The Inconsistence of English Noun Phrase Formation
Phrase is a group of word forming noun, adjective, and adverb in a sentence [8] . The formation of phrase also follows the rule that must be applied on phrase.  Phrase made from noun and noun  Data 1: fingernail, football, classroom, paintbrush, textbook The formation of compound noun is to combine the two nouns in a noun phrase. The first noun is a modifier to modify the second noun or head. The formation of compound noun is by separating the two nouns [8] 
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The phrase above is formed from noun and adjective. Based on the rule learned, noun does not modify the adjective To form a yes or no question, maycannot be followed by you as a subject. Mostly may in a question form followed by I Data 4: did not used to……, .Did you used to..? Used tois a modal auxiliary. It can form positive, negative, and question form. As well, this modal auxiliary must follow rule grammatically. This form does not follow the rule. As the rule declares, the negative and the question forms with helping verb did will change the verb into the base form. In fact, there is did in negative and question form but the verb is still in the past form.  The Formation of Question Tag Data 1: I am ok, aren't I? I is a first singular person, the verb be of Iis am(present form). In this question tag, I is followed by aren't.It is caused there is no contraction am not (amn't). Based the rule of grammar, I cannot be matched with verb be are.  The formation of If clause Data 1: I were, she were, … The second type of if conditional expression, was is not allowed to be used regardless the subject singular noun for example If I were a bird, I would fly. The area of the inconsistency of English words, phrases, and sentences finally occurred in the forms as follows below. 
C. The Inconsistence of English Sentence Formation
A. The Inconsistenceof English Words Formation
IV. CONCLUSION
The mistakes of word, phrase, and sentence formation made by the EFL learners are because of morphosyntactical inconsistency of word, phrase, and sentence formation. The use of modal auxiliary may and must, regular plural noun formation, or the use of to and presentparticiple as a noun, verb, or adjective are the some of the mistakes made by the EFL learners. Result of the analysis given, there are a lot words, phrases, and sentences formation that do not follow the rule of English grammar taught in schools. The inconsistent formations of English words occur in regular plural noun formation, irregular plural noun formation, verb formation, suffixingformation, numeral formation, and possession formation. The inconsistent formations of English noun phrases occur in phrase made of noun and noun, present participle adjective modifying noun, and phrase made of noun and adjective. The inconsistent formations of English sentences occur in the formation of question tag, if conditional, and question, the use singular and plural verb in sentences formed by either…or…., modal auxiliary, object pronoun in sentences formed by neither… nor…., verb be and an article in collective noun, the and adjective, and to and present participle in the sentences. Most of the English learners applied the rules syntactically and morphologically without looking at whether the words, phrase, and sentences formationshave inconsistent formations.The interesting phenomena found in English grammar textbooks also do not explain the inconsistency of words, phrases, and sentences formation and English grammar textbooks do not explain why the formations of English words, phrases, and sentencesdo not follow the rulemorphologically and structurally.
